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Hi Everyone!

Regular Supporters

The last few months have been a very busy time for
both Dianne and me. We have been flat-out marking
assignments, lecturing and working with students at
AIFC and Harvest Bible College. We never realized
being semi-retired and working part-time could be
so hectic.

Sri Lanka— March/ April 2017

When we came to Perth we weren't sure if the
support for LWM would continue. Thankfully it
has and we appreciate it a great deal. While we
are thankful for any gift, we want to especially
thank those of you who are regular supporters
of Liberty World Missions and ABC. As a result
of your support we are able to continue to give
and go to those who are in need and to continue with the projects we have in Africa and Asia.

Our next overseas trip will be to Sri Lanka where we
are planning to conduct Counselling Skills and LeadHelping Orphans in Myanmar
ership Seminars. We have met up with a Sri Lankan
pastor here in Perth and he is keen to have us join
As we shared last time, while in Myanmar durhim for one of his trips to Sri Lanka next year.
ing our last visit, we met up with a couple who
personally care for around 20 orphans. It was
Africa Business Community
so good to be able to give some support for
the children’s health and schooling. Since then
We continue to be very keen to see more small busiwe have been able to send some aid to them.
nesses commence in Africa.
They are so grateful because they know that
this will make a major difference in theses kids’
It was wonderful to be able to help a albino man in
lives.
Zambia commence a business. Albino people in Africa face many problems and they are often marginalized by those around them. We are hoping that he
will be successful and be able to be the first of many
others in his community to become self-sufficient.
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Pastor Yawna and Phillip Caruana
Yawna and his wife, Esther, care for the orphans
 Phillip is one of LWM’s board members.
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